PERCEPTION OF NURSE MIDWIVES ON OBSTETRIC VIOLENCE
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ABSTRACT: Objective: to get to know the perception of nurse midwives on obstetric violence. Method: this is an exploratory study with a qualitative approach performed with 19 nurses working at the obstetric, labor, delivery and postpartum center of a maternal-newborn reference hospital in the city of Belém, state of Pará, Brazil. Data were collected through a semistructured interview in the months of April and May 2016, and submitted to the thematic content analysis technique. Results: nurse midwives notice that obstetric violence occurs in different ways; however, they do not recognize certain practices as a violation. In addition, they admit that lack of knowledge by the parturient is an element that makes them more vulnerable toward obstetric violence, showing the repercussions of the phenomenon to women’s life. Final Considerations: the study revealed nurses’ perceptions, showing the need for strategies to prevent obstetric violence.
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INTRODUCTION

The experience of parturition has always been regarded as a significant moment in women's life, allowing their transition into a new social role: that of being a mother. Up to the middle of the 19th century, births took place at home, with the future mother being assisted by midwives, who made every effort to make this moment comfortable and joyful.

The institutionalization of childbirth in the 20th century led to the use of technologies during care, in situations classified as high risk for the mother and the baby, leading to a decrease in maternal and neonatal death rates(2). However, these practices began to be seen as mechanized, fragmented and dehumanized, due to the excess of unnecessary interventions, curtailing female autonomy at the time of delivery, becoming, in the feminist and obstetric fields, an event of violence and violation of rights.

The term obstetric violence has been used as of the recognition of this violation to women, being defined as an appropriation of the female body and its reproductive autonomy, during the prepartum, delivery and postpartum process, by health professionals, exposing the women to dehumanized behaviors, use of painful or embarrassing procedures, as well as medication with no real need, converting the natural process of birth into a pathological one, and using abusive attitudes toward the women’s psychological state.

The occurrence of obstetric violence is a reality in several countries. A study conducted in Brazil indicates that one in four women undergoes violence during delivery(4). Studies carried out in Mexico, Venezuela and Brazil show that parturients experience non-consensual invasive practices, and the use of painful obstetric maneuvers and medications that accelerate uterine contractions. In addition, they experience the use of vexatious words, abandonment at the time of delivery, lack of information, and prohibition of the entrance of supporting people in the labor room(5-7).

The performance of nurses in the reduction of violence in the obstetrical field is highlighted because of their direct action during the clinical phases of the process of prepartum, delivery, and puerperium, either vaginal or through C-section, providing the women and their families with comprehensive and humanized care(8).

Considering the importance of nurse midwives in the fight against violence in the obstetric field, as well as the importance of the topic discussed, the following question was raised: How do nurse midwives perceive obstetric violence? In this sense, the objective of this study was to learn the perception of nurse midwives on obstetric violence.

METHODOLOGY

This is an exploratory study with a qualitative approach, carried out with 19 nurses working at the obstetric, labor, delivery and postpartum center (OLDPC) of a maternal-newborn hospital in the city of Belém, state of Pará, Brazil.

The approach to the research participants was based on the authorization of the OLDPC managers, and subsequent insertion of the main researcher in the field. After that, nurses with a specialization in obstetrics, who worked in the OLDPC, were invited to participate in the study, with the exclusion of professionals who, due to work leaves, were not present at the time of collection. Anonymity of the nurse midwives was ensured with the use of an alphanumeric coding (N1, N2, N19) where N corresponds to nurse, and numbers refer to the order of the interviews.

Data collection took place between April and May 2016, through a semi-structured interview that was guided by a script containing questions related to the characterization and training of participants (age, gender, marital status, training time and specialization), as well as a guiding question: What is your perception of obstetric violence? The interviews were conducted in a private room provided by the institution.

A digital recorder was used during the interviews, which lasted an average of 20 minutes. After that, all content was heard and transcribed, and then submitted to validation by the research participants, so the analytical procedure could be started. Data systematization and analysis were performed through
thematic content analysis\(^9\), which guided the organization of message contents, allowing the emergence of categories. Thus, after a thorough reading, material exploration, and data categorization, four thematic categories emerged: “Obstetric violence and its multiple faces”, “Non-recognition of practices as obstetric violence”, “Obstetric violence and its repercussions”, and “Lack of patient knowledge about obstetric violence”. Data interpretation was supported by scientific texts on the subject.

The present research followed the determinations by the National Health Council – Guideline and Regulatory Norms Involving Human Beings - Resolution CNS no. 466/2012. The research was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the institution researched, under report no. 1.459.602 of March 21, 2016.

- RESULTS

The professionals interviewed were between 32 and 56 years of age, predominantly female, married, with a training time between 3 and 34 years, and specialization time in the area between 2 and 30 years. The professionals’ perception of obstetric violence was demonstrated according to categories, as it follows.

**Obstetric violence and its multiple faces**

The following reports show that obstetric violence is presented in different ways by nurse midwives: from invasive procedures such as Kristeller’s maneuver, episiotomy, and routine oxytocin infusion, to the use of intimidating and embarrassing terms.

The procedures and attitudes characterizing obstetric violence can be […] Kristeller’s maneuver, episiotomy without consent, painful and successive touches by several evaluators, and indiscriminate use of saline solution with oxytocin. (N14)

Psychological violence, when we use inappropriate words to embarrass women, is also obstetric violence. (N05)

We use some speeches to intimidate women at the time of delivery […] some professionals even prevent the woman from shouting, saying that the baby will be born deaf because of screaming. (N17)

Sometimes the practitioner pressures the parturient during labor, stating that the baby will be born with some sequel because of her. (N08)

**Non-recognition of practices as obstetric violence**

Some nurse midwives do not recognize the interventions as a violent practice. In addition, when there is recognition of such procedures as a harmful practice, they are justified as help to the woman to perform the procedures, as the following reports show:

I do not see routine procedures as obstetric violence. The professional who is conducting the delivery is the one who will evaluate and decide whether or not to intervene. (N04)

[…] I know that scientific evidence shows that it is better not to perform episiotomy, that healing may have difficult, that it can change the sensitivity of the region and other factors, but depending on the number of pregnancies, the baby size, time of labor, I believe it is necessary to perform it to solve the problem. (N12)

**Lack of patient knowledge about obstetric violence**

The following statements show that, for nurse midwives, parturients do not know how to recognize situations of obstetric violence, except for those who had contact with the subject at the time of prenatal care.
many women do not identify the violence suffered because they are lay and do not understand what is happening. In the public maternity, the majority have a low level of education and, therefore, they do not know their rights well, they do not know what a humanized delivery is, they have no idea what obstetric violence is. (N05)

 [...] some patients think these invasive procedures during delivery are necessary. (N11)

 [...] they can't notice violence. Only those who participated in the pregnant women group, where they talk about violence, or when they attend pre-natal care visits with a professional involved in this issue. (N12)

Obstetric violence and its repercussions

When facing obstetric violence, the parturients experience several feelings that reveal the violation of their rights, impacting their mental health negatively, as well as decision making regarding future pregnancies, which is revealed in the following statements:

The parturients feel bad, unprotected, humiliated, since they are in a situation where they rely on other professionals. (N09)

 [...] she must feel helpless, disgusted and disrespected at having her body violated without her consent. (N15)

They are horrified, disoriented, fearful, think twice before having a normal delivery again because their psychological state is damaged by these procedures and attitudes. (N05)

DISCUSSION

This study shows that, in the perception of nurse midwives, some technical procedures such as Kristeller’s maneuver, episiotomy without consent, vaginal touches, and indiscriminate use of oxytocin are considered as violence. Despite being advised against the use of these methods as a routine in the hospital environment because of their recognition as a violation of rights, their use is not uncommon at the time of delivery.

A study carried out in a maternity hospital in the state of Pernambuco reveals that one third of the in-patient parturients between August and December, 2014, underwent some type of intervention considered harmful. However, studies carried out in Mexico with obstetric professionals, and in Venezuela with hospital users, show that, among the main forms of obstetric violence practiced, invasive procedures stand out.

In addition to these behaviors, the professionals’ discourses point to the use of offensive, discriminatory and defamatory terms as violent attitudes. Considering that obstetric violence is not limited to the use of invasive interventions and/or procedures, it can be manifested through psychological and verbal aggression.

A systematic review, carried out with 65 articles from 34 countries, shows that, among the several expressions of obstetric violence, those of psychological and moral nature are the ones to be highlighted because of their occurrence at the time of delivery. At the national level, research warns that one in four women experienced psychological and moral violence during parturition, in the form of cries, insults, denial of service, and use of bad words.

For some nurses, the adoption of certain behaviors at the time of delivery is justified by their non-recognition of it as violence against the parturient. In addition, they understand that they are assisting women in face of possible complications, making such procedures routine. The nurse midwives’ training is based on routine, and sometimes repetitive practices. In some cases, because of their several attributions and poor working conditions, the care given to pregnant women occurs in a repetitive and incipient way.

One of the most commonly used behaviors to help a woman during delivery is episiotomy. A study carried out in 500 Brazilian maternity hospitals shows that half of the women who had vaginal delivery in these hospitals underwent episiotomy. Of these, a third were primiparous. This practice...
was incorporated into hospital routine in order to reduce the lacerations that occur in the perineum. However, there were no evaluative studies on the benefits and harms of this procedure. This procedure is currently discouraged in obstetric care because it increases the risk of infections and bleeding \cite{16-17}.

Other points highlighted by nurse midwives, and which result in women’s exposure to obstetric violence, are low level of education and lack of knowledge about procedures performed at birth, thus revealing prenatal appointments with gaps in educational and informational processes, highlighting the non-recognition of their rights.

Prenatal care at the national level is governed by regulations recommended by the Ministry of Health, aiming to provide women with the standardization of procedures and behaviors, in order to provide comprehensive care during the puerperal-pregnancy period \cite{18}. Among the several actions suggested by this protocol, health education is stands out for promoting informational moments for pregnant women, favoring quality care. However, lack of professional preparation, as well as lack of material resources make this process difficult, facilitating the exposure of women not only to pathological processes, but also to situations of obstetric violence at the time of delivery \cite{14-19}.

The parturients’ lack of information leads them to understand that all the procedures they undergo are part of the institution’s routine and will help save their fetus; this enhances the loss of women’s autonomy at the time of childbirth \cite{11}.

Exposure of parturients to obstetric violence generates emotional and psychological repercussions, leading women to dissatisfaction with normal delivery, and to give up future pregnancies. A good experience at the time of delivery can provide women with essential conditions for the birth of their child, favoring the mother-baby bond. However, when exposed to situations of violence, the consequences can be harmful, because this is a moment of emotional fragility for women.

The study highlights that exposure to obstetric violence can have a wide range of repercussions: physical, such as wounds and bruises left during procedures; psychological, manifested by negative feelings, problems in the effectiveness of the mother-baby bond; and emotional, manifested through intense crying \cite{11}. In addition, many women show disinterest in future pregnancies or vaginal delivery.

As the research was limited to understanding only the perception of nurse midwives, it is worth noting the need for studies to reveal how other members of the team acting in the obstetric scenario perceive obstetric violence, evaluating the creation and subsequent intervention, and fighting this phenomenon through strategies involving the multidisciplinary team.

\section*{FINAL CONSIDERATIONS}

The reports of nurse midwives show a range of perceptions about obstetric violence, revealing the various expressions of this violation, as well as the non-recognition of certain practices adopted in the hospital routine as violence. In addition, the statements show that parturients’ lack of knowledge exposes them to situations of obstetric violence, leading to physical, psychological and emotional consequences.

These findings show that nurse midwives perceive the existence of obstetric violence in a limited way when they adopt invasive procedures as a routine in the obstetrical center, even in the absence of complications at the time of delivery.

Therefore, this study confirms the need for effective public policies to fight this type of violence. In addition, the importance of professional qualification is noteworthy, aiming at better care to pregnant women during prenatal care. It is the role of nurse midwives to reduce these cases in public and private maternity hospitals, thus promoting care based on principles such as equity and comprehensiveness.
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